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3D VISUALIZATIONS CAST NEW LIGHT ON FOSSILS
Advances in computer science have completely
transformed our abilities to ask questions about
organisms (living and extinct) - not just about their anatomy
but also how they interacted with their environment.
With technology from digital mapping to microCT imaging,
researchers can peer inside rocks and fossils.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Computed Tomography (CT) scans rotate an x-ray
tube around an object or
person being scanned. The tube sends out waves of rays that take pictures at
multiple cross sections. Thousands of pictures are taken, and computer
software knits the pictures together into a single 3D image. These cross
sections can be manipulated using computer programs, to rotate, zoom, and/or
view individual "slices" of the object.

TEAMWORK IN TANZANIA
An interdisciplinary group of scientists uses CT scans to study morphology of
fossils found in the Rukwa Rift Basin in Tanzania. The team is made up of
biologists, paleontologists, anthropologists, geologists, artists, digital
visualization experts, fossil preparators, science communicators, animators, and
museum personnel from around the globe.
So far, the group has discovered and named several species new to science,
including dinosaurs, mammals, and crocodiles from the Cretaceous period (99
million years ago) and a plethora of mammals, reptiles and invertebrates from
the Oligocene period (~25 million years ago). Three of the new species they
have discovered are bizarre distant relatives of modern crocodiles, with jaws
and teeth like mammals.

THE BOTTOM LINE:

Computer technologies bring extinct species to life!

GLOBETROTTING SCIENTISTS

Patrick O’Connor is a professor of anatomy and neuroscience who
leads the Rukwa Rift Basin project. His work combines lab studies with
field research around the world to understand how animals like
dinosaurs, birds, and crocodiles looked, moved, and functioned.

Nancy Stevens is an anthropologist who explores the interactions
between organisms and their environments through time. She also
studies how the structural habitats of some of the world’s most
endangered primates are rapidly changing.

SEE MORE:
Psst...This CS Bits and Bytes feature contains hidden links!
toa hand icon,
When the mouse changes from an arrow to
click on the content to learn more.
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WORDS TO KNOW

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Compare the horns and tusks of the
three skulls below.

Computed tomography (CT)
Imaging method using x-ray
technology to create detailed
pictures, or scans, of areas inside
the body

Kirk's dik-dik

Common warthog

Indian muntjac

Anthropology
The study of human biological and
physiological characteristics and
their evolution

Morphology
The form and structure of certain
features of an organism

What does their morphology tell you
about their environment and lifestyle?
Learn more about these species and more
in the California Academy of Sciences
online skull library!

BE A DIGITAL PALEONTOLOGIST

Want to know more about the
morphology of fossils from the
Rukwa Rift Basin? Follow these
directions to create, manipulate,
and measure your own 3D
images from real scientific data!

Rukwatitan bisepultus dinosaur vertebra

Pakasuchus crocodile jaw

TRY IT OUT

The animations on DigiMorph
let you learn about fossils and
see how multiple CT cross
sections can be put together
to form a 3-D image.
Photo credit:
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https://www.ohio.edu/rukwa/index.html Lab images: Ben Siegel, Ohio University
Animal skulls: California Academy of Sciences
https://bit.ly/2rbRFNN
Crocodile skull and video still: Digimorph
https://bit.ly/2Sk6Pfg
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations
https://people.ohio.edu/oconnorp/
expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not
https://people.ohio.edu/stevensn/
necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
https://www.calacademy.org/skulls
http://www.digimorph.org/specimens/Crocodylus_rhombifer/
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